A derivation of the Langevin and diffusion equations describing the statistics of fluid particle displacement and passive admixture in turbulent flow is presented. Use is made of perturbation expansions. The small parameter is the inverse of the Kolmogorov constant C 0 , which arises from Lagrangian similarity theory. The value of C 0 in high Reynolds number turbulence is 5-6. To achieve sufficient accuracy, formulations are not limited to terms of leading order in C 0 −1 including terms next to leading order in C 0 −1 as well. Results of turbulence theory and statistical mechanics are invoked to arrive at the descriptions of the Langevin and diffusion equations, which are unique up to truncated terms of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in displacement statistics. Errors due to truncation are indicated to amount to a few percent. The coefficients of the presented Langevin and diffusion equations are specified by fixed-point averages of the Eulerian velocity field. The equations apply to general turbulent flow in which fixed-point Eulerian velocity statistics are non-Gaussian to a degree of O͑C 0 −1 ͒. The equations provide the means to calculate and analyze turbulent dispersion of passive or almost passive admixture such as fumes, smoke, and aerosols in areas ranging from atmospheric fluid motion to flows in engineering devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
An old problem of turbulent fluid flow is the statistical description of turbulent dispersion. A rudimentary approach is to model turbulent dispersion analogous to molecular diffusion. It results in the widely used semiempirical equation of turbulent diffusion ͑see Ref. 1, Chap. 5, where various references to other works in this field can be found͒. The coefficients of diffusion in the semiemperical equation of turbulent diffusion are of an approximate nature. They are based on Reynolds analogy, phenomenological considerations, and adjustment to measurements. Moreover, there are doubts whether the formulation of the equation itself is valid. [1] [2] [3] Stochastic theory provides a derivation of the diffusion equation under homogeneous or almost homogeneous conditions only. However, the important cases of turbulent flow are known to be strongly inhomogeneous. Fixed-point ͑Eulerian͒ statistical averages of fluid velocities and energy dissipation rate vary considerably in space. It is unclear whether the concept of a diffusion equation holds under such circumstances [1] [2] [3] let alone the specification of the turbulent diffusion coefficients.
A more fundamental approach is one which starts from a Langevin equation to describe the statistical behavior of the velocity of a fluid particle. The description is analogous to the fluctuation equations formulated for macroscopic variables in molecular dynamics. [4] [5] [6] [7] The approach dates back to the work of Taylor. 8 Important advantage of this method is that it is consistent with the asymptotic structure of turbulent flow at large Reynolds number. The Langevin equation for fluid particle can be made to match the inertial subrange limit of the Lagrangian version of Kolmogorov's similarity theory. 2, 9, 10 The problem, however, is the form of the damping function to be used in the Langevin equation. While for homogeneous isotropic turbulence, the damping function is well-established, 9 -11 a unique expression valid for general anisotropic inhomogeneous turbulence is missing. Several expressions have been proposed, e.g., Refs. 9, 10, 12, and 13, but the validity or range of applicability is limited or left unspecified.
The starting point of the present analysis is to describe turbulent dispersion through a Langevin equation. The inverse of the Kolmogorov constant C 0 , which emerges from Lagrangian similarity theory, is introduced as a small parameter. It is used to develop a solution procedure, which is based on perturbation expansions involving powers of C 0 −1 . Invoking results of turbulence theory and statistical physics, a unique formulation of the Langevin equation and its damping function is derived. The diffusion equation follows from the long-time limit of the Langevin equation. The coefficients of the Langevin and diffusion equations are described in terms of fixed-point ͑Eulerian͒ statistical averages of the flow field. The descriptions hold for general forms of turbulence in which fixed-point Eulerian velocity statistics are non-Gaussian to a degree of O͑C 0 −1 ͒. The descriptions entail a truncation error of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in dispersion statistics. It is indicated that this is expected to lead to errors of only a few percent.
II. LANGEVIN EQUATION
thickness of a turbulent boundary layer, etc. Several elements of Kolmogorov's universal theory have in the meantime been confirmed by the experiment, 14, 16 as well as by theoretical analysis 15 and direct numerical simulation ͑DNS͒ of the Navier-Stokes equations. 10 Measurements and results of DNS of more recent date lend support to the Lagrangian interpretation of Kolmogorov's theory. 16 One of the outcomes of the Lagrangian theory of small scales is the tendency of fluid particle accelerations toward a delta-correlated process. Correlation times of fluid particle accelerations decrease as Re −1/2 when compared to those of fluid particle velocities, a relationship confirmed by experiment. 16 It gives rise to the idea to describe the statistical process of fluid particle velocity by a Langevin equation 
͑2͒
In Eq. ͑1͒, a i Ј= a i Ј͑vЈ, x͒ is the damping function, C 0 is the universal Kolmogorov constant, = ͑x͒ is the energy dissipation rate averaged at fixed position, and w i ͑t͒ is the Gaussian white noise of unit intensity. The turbulent flow field is taken to be stationary in the fixed inertial ͑x , t͒ frame, implying that statistical averages of flow variables at fixed positions x do not vary with time. Equations ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ can be solved for various realizations of w i ͑t͒, taking appropriate conditions at t = 0. The statistics of velocity and position of a tagged fluid particle or passive fluid admixture can then be assessed by averaging the resulting time records at fixed moments in time. An alternative method to obtain the same statistical information is to solve the Fokker-Planck equation for the joint probability of particle velocity and position associated with Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒. The observation that second order correlations of fluid particle accelerations tend to those of a delta-correlated process when Reӷ 1 is in itself not sufficient to justify the Langevin model. The description of the forcing term by Gaussian white noise resorts to applying ordinary nonintermittent Kolmogorov ͑K-41͒ theory. 17 Effects of intermittency, 18 apparent in corrections in higher order structure functions, are not accounted for in the Langevin model. For that purpose, one can adopt a fractal model based on Kolmogorov's refined similarity theory. 19, 20 However, statistical averages of particle displacement, which determine turbulent dispersion, are seen to change little under such approach. 19, 20 The effect of intermittency is apparent in the small viscous scales, which govern the acceleration process, rather than in the large energetic scales, which govern the velocity process of turbulence. 15 It is for these reasons that a Langevin model resting on K-41 theory is considered to be a sound approach for modeling dispersion.
To predict the statistics of particle velocities and positions using Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, descriptions are needed for u i 0 ͑x͒, ͑x͒, and a i Ј͑vЈ, x͒. There are several routes to values of fixed-point ͑Eulerian͒ averages of velocity u i 0 ͑x͒ and of energy dissipation rate ͑x͒. Depending on the flow configuration under consideration, one can apply techniques of DNS of the Navier-Stokes equations, results of measurements, methods of computational fluid dynamics, and results of theoretical analysis. What is missing is a sound and general description of the damping function a i Ј͑v , x͒. It is only for homogeneous isotropic Gaussian turbulence that the damping function has been formally established. [9] [10] [11] For practically relevant nonhomogeneous turbulence, several descriptions have been proposed but they rely in part on ad hoc assumptions and their status is unclear. The objective of the subsequent analysis is to derive a unique as possible description of the damping function. A second objective is to derive expressions from the Langevin equation, which hold for long times after particle marking leading to the diffusion equation.
III. WELL-MIXED CONDITION
A well-established method for constraining the form of the damping function is to implement the well-mixed condition. The condition was introduced in generalized form by Thomson who showed it to supersede several other conditions previously imposed on stochastic models of turbulent particle trajectories. 2 The well-mixed condition follows from the Eulerian interpretation of the Fokker-Planck equation associated with Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒,
where p E = p E ͑uЈ͒ is the probability density of the fluctuating component uЈ of Eulerian fluid velocity determined at a fixed point in a fixed inertial frame. For convenience, in subsequent mathematical treatments, we have introduced a coordinate system ͑xЈ , tЈ͒, which moves with the mean velocity u 0 ,
͑4͒
where x i Ј is the position in the moving system. Statistical averages involving p E ͑uЈ͒ are treated as functions of xЈ and tЈ. As ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ = ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬t + u i 0 ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬x i ͒, such averages may be constant in the nonmoving inertial ͑x , t͒ frame but they become timedependent when described in the coordinates of the moving ͑xЈ , tЈ͒ system when they vary in the direction of the mean flow in the fixed system. The motivation for employing a moving coordinate system both here and in subsequent parts of the analysis is as follows. In turbulence, mean velocities tend to be much larger than fluctuating velocities. The presence of terms involving the mean velocity in the FokkerPlanck equation therefore complicates analysis of the magnitude of the various terms. A more transparent situation arises through the presented coordinate transformation. It eliminates the terms involving the mean velocity and brings the formulation of the Fokker-Planck equation closer to the variables that matter in turbulence. Rather than mean veloc-ity, large-scale turbulence is governed by the spatial gradients of mean velocity. Their magnitude is determined by fluctuating velocities and external lengths, which can be considered as the primary variables that characterize turbulence. The formulation of the Fokker-Planck equation and Langevin equation in the moving frame, here and in Secs. IV-VIII, gives direct insight into the effects of these primary variables on the various terms. It leads to a more transparent situation which will be exploited in setting up effective perturbation expansions.
Over the past 50 years, a lot of data have been collected on fixed-point Eulerian velocities in turbulent flow. These data indicate that in many cases, Eulerian velocity statistics are more or less Gaussianly distributed. These include turbulence behind a grid, 21 turbulent pipe flow, 22,23 turbulent boundary layers, 24 and turbulence between counter-rotating disks. 16 In all these cases, Gaussianity was observed to a degree that absolute values of skewness and kurtosis were limited to about 0.3. Note that Gaussianity of velocity statistics is not in contradiction with the strong non-Gaussian and intermittent behavior of accelerations and spatial derivatives of velocities. 15 The latter is governed by the small viscous scales of turbulence, while the contribution of the small viscous scales in the spectrum of velocities is very small at large Reynolds number. Gaussianity of fixed-point Eulerian velocities is a reasonable proposition in the light of experimental evidence. Later in this paper, we shall consider the case of light non-Gaussianity ͑Sec. VIII͒.
The zero-mean Gaussian distribution p G = p G ͑uЈ͒ of fluctuating velocity uЈ is given by
where is the determinant of ij , the latter being the inverse of the covariance tensor or Reynolds stress tensor,
with ij = ji . Angled brackets are used to denote ensemble averages determined at a fixed position in the fixed inertial frame; double angled brackets denote cumulant. Fluctuating Eulerian velocities are related to total Eulerian velocity u i by
where u i o = ͗u i ͘ is the mean Eulerian velocity. In the case of stationary turbulence in the fixed inertial frame and invoking ergodicity, the above ensemble averages can be determined by time averaging of fluctuating velocities measured or calculated by DNS at fixed positions.
Substituting the Gaussian density into Eq. ͑3͒, we obtain an equation for the damping function of the form
The above equation gives rise to particular solutions a i Ј P superimposed on homogeneous solutions a i Ј H ,
The particular solutions were given by Thomson
where in connection with Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑11͒, it is noted that in view of Gaussianity −1 ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ͒ =− im ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ͒ mi . The homogeneous solutions are obtained by setting the right hand side of Eq. ͑9͒ to zero
Solutions of the homogeneous problem can be linear in u i Ј or higher order in u i Ј. The solution, which is linear in u i Ј, is given by
where klj is the alternating unit tensor. In Eq. ͑14͒, b k are three constants whose values are unknown. Combining the above result with the linear part of the particular solution according to Eq. ͑11͒ leads to a description of the linear part of the damping function, which contains three unknown constants. It is a reflection of what is known as the nonuniqueness problem: a full statistical specification of fixed-point Eulerian velocities is insufficient to completely specify the damping function of the Langevin equation of turbulence. 9 The nonuniqueness problem repeats itself in homogeneous solutions of higher order in u i Ј. The solution, which is zero-mean quadratic in u i Ј, is given by
where ␥ imn = ␥ inm . The coefficients ␥ imn are determined by
which constitute 10 independent equations for 18 unknown ␥ imn . It leads to expressions for ␥ imn ͑not presented here͒ which contain eight unknown constants. The above result can be combined with the zero-mean quadratic part of the particular solution according to Eq. ͑11͒ to arrive at a zeromean quadratic representation of the damping function, which contains eight unknown constants. It illustrates once more the nonuniqueness problem.
The nonuniqueness problem vanishes if we implement the condition that the statistics of particle velocities in the three directions are isotropic in which case a i H =0 ͑see Ref. 11͒. This assumption applies to homogeneous isotropic turbulence at some distance behind a grid. However, for the more practically relevant cases of anisotropic inhomogeneous turbulent flow, the assumption that particle velocities in the three directions are independent of each other no longer holds.
A way out to nonuniqueness under anisotropic conditions could be one where Eulerian-based statistical information is not only restricted to same-time averages but where also account is taken of correlations in time between Eulerian velocities. However, this approach ends up in complexity because of the phenomenon of convection of small viscous scales by large scales. A direct and simple connection between Eulerian and Lagrangian correlations in time is only very short-lived after particle marking and cannot be applied in the inertial subrange of times. 25 Other methods have to be introduced to solve the nonuniqueness problem.
IV. SCALING POSSIBILITIES
The Langevin equation of turbulent flow follows from Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑10͒, and ͑11͒ as
͑17͒
As we describe velocity dynamics in a frame moving with the mean flow ͓cf. Eq. ͑4͔͒, particle position is described by the fluctuation equation
͑18͒
Eulerian-based averages occurring as parameters in Eq. ͑17͒, i.e., ij , ij , and are treated as functions of xЈ and tЈ. Let us compare the magnitude of the second, third, and fourth terms with that of the first term on the right hand side of Eq. ͑17͒. A typical magnitude for the second term can be inferred from the von Kármán-Howarth equation 1 for decaying turbulence behind a grid: ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ͒ mj =− is Kronecker delta. It shows that the second term compares to the first as C 0 −1 , unless the turbulent flow is stationary in the moving frame in which case the second term is zero altogether. The third and fourth terms describe the effect of covariance inhomogeneity. They will be small in locally homogeneous areas, such as in the log-layer of wall-induced turbulence where in contrast to , ij varies hardly with distance from the wall. 26 However, away from the wall in the main section of wall-induced turbulence, the third and fourth terms will attain values which can be represented by u ‫ء‬ Its largeness provides a possibility to construct perturbation expansions based on powers of C 0 −1 which exhibit convergence and which enable simplification of the problem. The value of the Kolmogorov constant is the same for all sorts of turbulence. It is related to the small viscous scales of turbulence that tend to a universal isotropic state, which is independent of the large energetic scales of turbulence when Reӷ 1 ͑see Ref. 14͒. In the analysis of the Langevin equation ͑17͒, the Kolmogorov constant can be treated as an independent parameter, which does not influence or is influenced by the other statistical parameters whose magnitudes are controlled by the large energetic scales of turbulence. Results of DNS and measurements obtained over the past decade reveal values of C 0 of about 6 for turbulent flow at sufficient large values of the Reynolds number. 10 The corresponding value of C 0 −1 is 0.167. Clearly, this value is not very small. Furthermore, because it is a constant and not a dimensionless number which can be made arbitrarily small by changing the values of its constituting parameters, truncation of higher order terms can be rather tricky. Yet the expansion schemes based on powers of C 0 −1 introduced in the subsequent part of this paper are found to work well. The reason is that we do not only limit our analysis to terms of leading order but also include the next to leading order terms. Truncation is applied to terms of magnitude C 0 −2 directly compared to the magnitude of the leading terms. Note here that when C 0 =6, C 0 −2 = 0.028. The truncated expressions based on two-term expansions will be shown to describe the statistics of particle dispersion with errors of a few percent in important cases of turbulent flow.
V. CONNECTION TO HAMILTONIAN DYNAMICS
We shall concentrate on terms of leading order with respect to C 0 in the damping function. Dropping the second, third, and fourth terms on the right hand side of Eq. ͑17͒, we have
where the homogeneous solution a i Ј H has been retained; because of nonuniqueness, its value is yet unknown. Specifying the magnitude of a i Ј H with respect to C 0 is the objective of the subsequent analysis. Suppose for the time being that a i Ј H competes in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 of the damping function. To express this explicitly, we write
Furthermore, from the Langevin equation ͑19͒, it follows that fluctuations of velocity take place on time scales proportional to C 0 −1 . Therefore we introduce the time t ‫ء‬ defined by
so that the Langevin equation ͑19͒ becomes
A further simplification can be achieved by noting that the typical time scale of velocity fluctuations corresponds to t ‫ء‬ = O͑1͒ or tЈ = O͑C 0 −1 ͒. Consider now fluid particles that are passively marked at time t ‫ء‬ = tЈ = 0 at position x = x 0 . Each marked particle has a randomly chosen velocity at t = 0 according to a probability distribution, which corresponds to the Gaussian Eulerian velocity distribution at the point of marking. Now, if C 0 ӷ 1, such particles will have moved hardly during a time tЈ = O͑C 0 −1 ͒. Considering the dynamics of such particles as described by Eq. ͑22͒, we can assume that and ij , which vary with space and time, will hardly have changed in magnitude and will be almost equal to their values at tЈ = 0 and x = x 0 , i.e., = 0 and ij = ij,0 in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 . Furthermore, we note that the energy dissipation rate = 0 is a measure for the rate in time by which energy flows from large energetic scales to the small dissipative scales: ͑d / dtЈ͒H ϳ 0 . On the much smaller time scale t ‫ء‬ , this energy change is small. Because ⌬H ϳ C 0 −1 0 t ‫ء‬ , the energy change becomes disregardingly small when C 0 ӷ 1 and t ‫ء‬ = O͑1͒. The result is that the underlying dynamics of particle motion become those of a Hamiltonian system. The time scales of the velocity dynamics are large with respect to Kolmogorov's viscous time because Reӷ 1 and small compared to the time at which energy is added or subtracted from the particle because C 0 ӷ 1. It corresponds to the inertial subrange of times, the area where the so-called parcel dynamics based on a Hamiltonian description of fluid flow are considered to be appropriate. 27 The above analysis shows that for C 0 ӷ 1, a complete statistical process for particle velocities is established within such time range. The process represents a partial equilibrium which will be distorted for larger times in which case the coefficients in Eq. ͑22͒ will change. During the short times when partial equilibrium exists, t ‫ء‬ = O͑1͒, the velocity process is equivalent to that of Hamiltonian systems considered in statistical physics. [5] [6] [7] Onsager's reciprocity conditions must hold: the coefficient of the damping term must be symmetrical. It rules out the existence of the linear homogeneous solution given by Eq. ͑14͒, which is nonsymmetrical, i.e., b k = 0. Furthermore, as the statistical process of Hamiltonian nondissipative systems is entirely Gaussian exponentially correlated, nonlinear formulations such as those of Eq. ͑15͒ cannot exist either. Conclusion is that in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 , a i Ј ‫ء‬H can be set equal to zero.
Nonuniqueness is thus deferred to a lower order formulation
H is of order unity with respect to C 0 . The representation of the Langevin equation by Eq. ͑17͒ complies with this situation. The function a i Ј H will be subjected to uncertainty which is reflected in the unknown constants in any of the solutions of Eq. ͑12͒ or Eq. ͑13͒. However, the magnitude of these constants will be such that the magnitude of a i Ј H is comparable to that of C 0 −1 times the leading term in the damping function. This is a consequence of our finding that in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 , the dynamics of particle velocity are equivalent to those of nondissipative classical Hamiltonian systems. Thereby it is noted that as a result of our analysis no term in the damping function has been dropped. All that has been done is deriving a connection with Hamiltonian dynamics to establish the magnitude with respect to C 0 of the unknown homogeneous term in the damping function. This result appears to be most rewarding. It turns out that the obtained scaling of a i Ј H results in contributions of only O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in displacement statistics. The nonunique term is thus found to be of minor importance in the description of dispersion thus providing a way out to the nonuniqueness problem.
VI. DIFFUSION LIMIT
Our aim is to construct an accurate statistical model for particle trajectories in turbulent flow. So far, we have arrived at a Langevin equation with damping function in which the contributions of the various terms are properly ordered in terms of their magnitudes with respect to C 0 . To proceed further, we need to know how these terms contribute in the process of particle displacement. Particle displacements of appreciable magnitude take place on a much longer time scale than the time scale over which the particle velocities are correlated. The proper way to analyze particle displacement is to develop expressions from the presented Langevin equation, which hold for long times after marking. This is known as the diffusion limit. It will be presented below.
The Fokker-Planck equation for the time-dependent joint probability density p = p͑vЈ , xЈ , tЈ͒ of particle velocity and particle position associated with fluctuation equations ͑17͒ and ͑18͒ can be formulated as
͑24͒
A well-known method to study the long-time behavior of solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation is homogenization. 2 The basis of the method is a perturbation scheme which uses the property that for long times after marking concentrations become smooth and their spatial derivatives small. However, in the present version of the Fokker-Planck equation appropriate for turbulence, the method is not of much use. Spatial variations of Eulerian averages, in particular, the mean energy dissipation rate , are for general forms of turbulence large. The result is that higher order derivations do not become small as a result of homogenization. The only exception is the special case of ͑almost͒ homogeneous stationary turbulence. 2 Another complicating factor in formulating a perturbation scheme appropriate for the diffusion limit is the absence of a dimensionless number in the Fokker-Planck equation. Just as for the Langevin equation discussed in Sec. IV, nondimensionalization of the Fokker-Planck equation ͑23͒ using u ‫ء‬ and L as characteristic values for velocity and length of the large scales does not yield a dimensionless number that can be used as perturbation parameter. In general, there exists no limit process by which the diffusion limit of inhomogeneous turbulence becomes exact. 3 What rests is to develop a diffusion limit that is based on the smallness of C 0 −1 . The procedure is similar to the method used by van Kampen to analyze Kramers' equation. 4 The solution of Eq. ͑23͒ is written as an expansion in powers of C 0 −1 ,
Equating terms of leading order in C 0 yields for p 0 the equation
the solution of which is given by
where p G = p G ͑vЈ͒ is the Gaussian distribution given by Eq. ͑5͒. The function G 0 ͑xЈ , tЈ͒ describes the distribution of particle position or, equivalently, the mean concentration distribution of passively added admixture
The equation that determines G 0 = G 0 ͑xЈ , tЈ͒ can be derived from the relationships which are obtained by substituting Eq. ͑25͒ into Eq. ͑23͒ and equating terms of lower order in C 0 −1 . This yields for p 1 the equation
Now integrate this equation over the entire vЈ-domain. Because p 1 and its derivative can be assumed to decrease exponentially fast to zero as ͉vЈ͉ → ϱ, the integral of the right hand side must go to zero when ͉vЈ͉ → ϱ as well. Noting that i p 0 → 0 exponentially fast as ͉vЈ͉ → ϱ and that ͐ −ϱ +ϱ v i Јp 0 dvЈ = 0, we obtain the result that ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ͒G 0 ͑xЈ , tЈ͒ =0: G 0 ͑xЈ , tЈ͒ is required to be constant on the time scale tЈ = O͑1͒. It can only vary with time over a slower time scale. To account for this situation, we introduce the time
The two time scales of our problem now are the time scale tЈ = O͑1͒ over which the Eulerian statistical averages present as parameters in the Fokker-Planck equation vary and the slower time scale tЉ = O͑1͒ over which particle dispersion takes place:
where use was made of Eq. ͑27͒. From the well-mixed principle, it follows that
this relation is obtained upon substituting
The solution is given by
where the second term is found as a particular solution of Eq. ͑33͒, while the first is the homogeneous solution. The equation determining p 2 follows from the substitution of Eq. ͑25͒ into Eq. ͑23͒ and equating terms with appropriate powers of C 0 . Noting the different contributions of the terms involving the time derivative because of the different time scales, we have
͑35͒
Similar to the procedure subsequent to Eq. ͑29͒, we integrate Eq. ͑35͒ over the entire vЈ-domain. The integrals of the terms on the left hand side and of the first term on the right hand side can be assumed to go to zero as ͉vЈ͉ → ϱ. Furthermore, ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ͒͐ −ϱ +ϱ p 1 dvЈ = 0 so that
͑36͒
which upon substitution of solution ͑34͒ yields
͑37͒
Transforming to the nonmoving inertial coordinates ͑x , t͒ using Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑30͒, this becomes
where D ik 0 is turbulent diffusivity defined by
The above result is the classical diffusion equation. It has been derived before 2 but by applying methods of homogenization assuming almost homogeneous stationary turbulence. Furthermore, the damping function was taken linear in velocity, whereby its coefficients were supposed to be known, thus circumpassing the problem of nonuniqueness. The above result was obtained without such assumptions. It emerged as the leading term of an expansion in powers of C 0 −1 . It holds for general forms of turbulence provided terms next to leading order in C 0 −1 can be disregarded. The terms in the Langevin equation which suffer from nonuniqueness are found not to contribute in the leading order formulation. This is a direct consequence of the earlier result ͑Sec. V͒ that in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 −1 , the dynamics of particle velocity can and have been assumed to resemble that of a Hamiltonian process. Nonuniqueness can only play a role in higher order formulations. Such formulations will be presented in Sec. VII.
VII. HIGHER ORDER DIFFUSION LIMIT
Substituting Eq. ͑25͒ into Eq. ͑23͒ and equating terms of appropriate powers of C 0 −1 , we have for p 3 the equation
Now, we integrate this equation with respect to vЈ over its entire vЈ-domain. As before, the then obtained integrals of the terms on the left and the first on the right will vanish because of assumed exponential decay of probability densities as ͉vЈ͉ → ϱ. Furthermore, from Eq. ͑35͒ one can derive a solution for p 2 of the form
͑41͒
where the first term on the right hand side is the homogeneous solution, while the second and third terms are particular solutions. Expressions for the coefficients i and mn are obtained through substitution into Eq. ͑35͒ and equating like terms. From solution ͑41͒, it is found that ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ͒͐ −ϱ +ϱ p 2 dvЈ = 0 so that the integral of Eq. ͑40͒ becomes
where use was made of solution ͑34͒. To determine the value of the integral in Eq. ͑42͒, we multiply Eq. ͑35͒ by v k Ј and integrate over the entire vЈ-domain. Applying partial integration, we obtain
where the integral of the last term has been set equal to zero because the Gaussian distribution is zero-mean. Upon substituting the solution for p 1 given by Eq. ͑34͒, the integrals on the right hand side of the above equation can be evaluated as follows:
where it is noted that by virtue of the expansion leading to the diffusion equation ͓cf. Eq. ͑37͔͒, the parameter combination −1 nj nk is only allowed to vary over the second "slow" time tЉ. In practice, this condition seems to be amply satisfied. In wall-induced turbulence, and nj hardly vary in the direction of the mean flow; in case of developed pipe and channel flow they are even constant. 1 In decaying isotropic turbulence behind a grid, variance of velocity and mean energy dissipation rate decay, respectively, as t −1 and t −2 in the limit of large Reynolds number 21 so that −1 nj jk is constant with respect to time.
For the second integral on the right hand side of Eq. ͑43͒, we can write
where we used the property that the third moment of a zeromean Gaussian distribution is zero. Upon substituting Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑34͒, the first integral on the right hand side of Eq. ͑43͒ becomes 
where the contribution of the term in the Langevin equation which suffers from nonuniqueness appears in the tensor
͑49͒
Converting to the fixed inertial frame including implementation of Eq. ͑30͒ gives
where
where because of stationarity in the fixed inertial frame we implemented ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬tЈ͒ lj = u n 0 ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬x n ͒ lj . Furthermore,
Now multiply Eq. ͑13͒ by v n Јv m Ј and integrate over the entire vЈ-domain. Partial integration then yields
and for ␥ ln defined by Eq. ͑49͒,
The tensors ␥ ln and d ik are thus antisymmetric. We can therefore write
and Eq. ͑50͒ becomes
͑56͒
The probability density of particle position or mean concentration of passive admixture up to and including contributions of O͑C 0 −1 ͒ can be described as
Multiplying Eq. ͑56͒ by C 0 −1 and adding this equation to Eq. ͑38͒ yields ‫ץ‬G ‫ץ‬t
͑59͒
The term d ki is the term that suffers from nonuniqueness ͓cf. Eqs. ͑49͒ and ͑52͔͒. Because of antisymmetry of d ki , the contribution involving nonuniqueness has shifted from a diffusivelike term ͓cf. Eq. ͑50͔͒ to a convectivelike term ͓cf. Eq. ͑58͔͒. As convectivelike term it directly compares with convection by mean flow and is only of relative magnitude C 0 −2 . This is beyond the accuracy of a description in powers up to and including C 0 −1 and can ͑and should͒ be disregarded. The diffusion equation in which the coefficients involve a relative error of C 0 −2 is thus given by
͑60͒
The effect of nonuniqueness is absent in this two-term representation of the diffusion equation. The terms in the damping function of the Langevin equation, which describe the effect of nonuniqueness, yield contributions in the coefficients of the diffusion equation, which are of relative magnitude C 0 −2 only. It provides a pragmatic solution to the nonuniqueness problem. If we accept an error of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in dispersion statistics, we can disregard the contribution of the nonunique term, i.e., a i Ј ⌯ in Eq. ͑17͒, altogether. In Sec. X, we shall indicate in some detail the errors caused by omitting the nonunique term.
Another remarkable result is the correction in the turbulent diffusion coefficient in case of changing Eulerian covariances of velocity in the direction of mean velocity. In case of isotropic decaying turbulence behind a grid, we have according to the von Kármán-Howarth equation u n 0 ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬x n ͒ lj =− 2 3 ␦ lj , which yields for the diffusivity ͓cf. Eqs. ͑39͒, ͑51͒, and ͑59͔͒, the expression D ik = D ik
there exists also an exact result for the diffusivity in decaying isotropic Gaussian turbulence:
Appendix͒. It shows that our result is equal to the two-term expansion of the exact result, as should be. Furthermore, for C 0 = 6 the two-term expansion involves an error of only 1.2% compared to the exact result. It shows the effectiveness of the perturbation scheme when including terms of leading order and next to leading order in C 0 −1 .
VIII. LIGHT NON-GAUSSIANITY
Results derived so far were based on the assumption that fixed-point Eulerian velocity statistics are Gaussian. Experimental observations tend to indicate some deviations of Gaussianity. This is apparent in values of skewness and kurtosis reaching in certain cases values of about 0.3. At the same time, we have found that statistics of Lagrangian-based particle velocities start to deviate from zero-mean Gaussian distributions when it concerns the contribution of terms of O͑C 0 −1 ͒ ͓cf. Eq. ͑34͔͒. A rather logical approach is to assume that also fixed-point Eulerian velocities are zero-mean Gaussian in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 but deviate from the Gaussian distribution in lower order formulations with respect to C 0 ,
where f c ͑uЈ͒ describes the deviation from Gaussianity. As the first term in expansion ͑61͒ covers all probability, mean values and covariances, we have the property that
͑62͒
For the damping function a i Ј in the Langevin equation, we now can write
where as before i is described by Eq. ͑24͒. The above result is obtained through application of the well-mixed condition,
i.e., substitution of Eq. ͑61͒ into Eq. ͑3͒ and solving for a i Ј in the manner of Sec. III. The last term on the right hand side of Eq. ͑63͒ describes the effect of deviations by nonGaussianity through f c = f c ͑vЈ͒. It is obtained as an additional particular solution for a i Ј.
When repeating the solution procedure of the diffusion limit for the case of light non-Gaussianity we have to replace i by i + 
͑64͒
where the second term that is absent in solution ͑34͒ describes the effect of light non-Gaussianity. Equation ͑36͒ remains unaffected by a change in i . Substituting solution ͑65͒ into this equation yields again Eq. ͑37͒; because of property ͑62͒, the second term in solution ͑65͒ yields no contribution in the integral of Eq. ͑36͒. Conclusion is that in the leading order formulation the diffusion limit is unaffected by non-Gaussianity of fixed-point Eulerian velocity statistics of relative magnitude C 0 −1 ͓cf. Eq. ͑61͔͒. Assessing the effect of light non-Gaussianity on the higher order terms in the diffusion equation requires more extensive analysis. As i changes in Eq. ͑40͒, solution ͑41͒ will change as well. However, this change does not affect result ͑42͒. In fact, we can start our analysis from Eq. ͑43͒ in which two sorts of additional terms arise. First of all, the solution for p 1 contains an extra term, the term involving f c ͓cf. Eq. ͑65͔͒, which yields new contributions to the integrals of Eq. ͑43͒. Second, the term containing k changes and has to be extended with the term 1 2 ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬v k Ј͒f c . Let us first consider the contribution of the extra term in the solution for p 1 . It yields in the second and third integrals on the right hand side of Eq. ͑43͒ contributions such as
͑66͒
which are equal to zero because of property ͑62͒. The extra contributions in the first integral on the right hand side of Eq. ͑43͒ are those involving the product of k , as given by the right hand side of Eq. ͑24͒ with the new contribution in p 1 . Because of property ͑62͒, all such contributions are zero except for that due to a k Ј H in Eq. ͑24͒. It yields the contribution to be added to the integrals on the right hand side of Eq. ͑43͒,
The last extra contribution arises because k in the first integral of Eq. ͑43͒ has to be extended by
we obtain the extra integral
Here, p 1 contains three terms ͓cf. Eq. ͑65͔͒. The contributions of the first and last of these terms in the integral, however, are zero. This follows from partial integration and not-
where again use was made of property ͑62͒. The only contribution that remains is that of the second term in the solution of p 1 . It is
Conclusion is that in case of light non-Gaussianity, two contributions have to be added to the right hand side of Eq. ͑43͒, viz., contributions ͑67͒ and ͑71͒. However, as follows from the procedure leading to the diffusion equation upon substituting Eq. ͑43͒ into Eq. ͑42͒, these contributions involve first order derivatives with respect to xЈ or x. Hence, they result in corrections in the convective terms of the diffusion equation only. More specifically, they result in
to be added to the left hand side of Eq. ͑58͒. As the presented diffusion equation is accurate up to and including terms of O͑C 0 −1 ͒, this contribution has to be abandoned. Light nonGaussianity of Eulerian fixed-point velocity statistics does not affect the two-term description of the diffusion limit. The underlying reason is that zero, first, and second order moments are not affected by non-Gaussianity ͓cf. Eq. ͑62͔͒. It is because of this property that potential first order corrections on diffusivity were nullified in the previous mathematical analysis.
IX. SUMMARY: DIFFUSION AND LANGEVIN EQUATION OF TURBULENT FLOW
The analysis of Secs. VI-VIII has resulted in the diffusion equation, which describes the mean concentration of passive admixture or the probability density of the position of a marked fluid particle in turbulent flow. The equation is given by ‫ץ‬G ‫ץ‬t
where the symmetric diffusion constant D ij ͑x͒ is defined by
The equation has been obtained through a perturbation expansion based on powers of the inverse Kolmogorov constant C 0 −1 which was truncated for terms of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ and smaller. The equation holds for turbulent fluid flow in which fixed-point Eulerian fluid velocities are not far from Gaussian, to O͑C 0 −1 ͒. While the equation has been derived for stationary turbulent flow in the fixed ͑x , t͒ frame, it can be applied to nonstationary turbulence in the fixed frame upon taking account of time-dependency of Eulerian averages in Eqs. ͑74͒ and ͑75͒ and replacing u n 0 ͑x͒͑‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬x n ͒ ik ͑x͒ by ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬t͒ ik ͑x , t͒ + u n 0 ͑x , t͒͑‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬x n ͒ ik ͑x , t͒ in the expression for the turbulent diffusion coefficient.
Having specified the diffusion equation for turbulent particle dispersion we can return to the problem of specifying the damping function in the Langevin equation. There are two sorts of terms in the damping function whose specification is unknown: the terms that involve nonuniqueness ͓cf.
a i Ј H in Eq. ͑17͔͒ and the terms that address slight deviations for Gaussianity of fixed-point Eulerian velocity ͓cf. f c in Eq.
͑63͔͒. The analysis of Secs. VI-VIII has shown that these terms produce only corrections of relative magnitude O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in the coefficients of the diffusion equation. It implies that when allowing for relative errors of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in dispersion calculations, the contributions of terms related to nonuniqueness and slight non-Gaussianity can be disregarded. Furthermore, also the zero-mean quadratic term in Eq. ͑17͒, which is associated with covariance inhomogeneity, i.e., 
where particle position follows from
͑77͒
As for the diffusion equation, the above equations have been derived for stationary turbulent flow in the fixed ͑x , t͒ frame.
They can be applied to nonstationary turbulence in the fixed frame upon taking into account time-dependency of Eulerian-based averages and replacing u n 0 ͑x͒͑‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬x n ͒ mi ͑x͒ by ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬t͒ mi ͑x , t͒ + u n 0 ͑x , t͒͑‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬x n ͒ mi ͑x , t͒ in the second term on the right hand side of Eq. ͑76͒.
The above presented diffusion equation and Langevin equation become equal to the previously presented equations for wall-induced turbulence 29 upon implementing the assumption of Eulerian velocity statistics, which are constant in time and in the direction of the mean flow. In that case, the terms related to u n 0 ͑x͒ in Eqs. ͑75͒ and ͑76͒ vanish. Furthermore, it is noted that the damping term in the Langevin equation is linear in velocity except from the drift term ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬x n ͒ in , which contributes under inhomogeneous conditions. The presented Langevin equation is equal to a previously presented description of Thomson 12, 13 except from the zero-mean quadratic term
As mentioned before, this term ͑as several other terms͒ can be ͑and have to be͒ dropped in any description that pertains to an accuracy of terms up to and including O͑C 0 −1 ͒. The Thomson model is the result of selecting a symmetric form for the linear part of the damping term out of many other possible linear forms satisfying the well-mixed criterion. The same is done in selecting a quadratic form out of many other forms satisfying the well-mixed criterion. The selected descriptions comply with the assumed Gaussian fixed-point Eulerian velocity distribution. In another proposal, which is attributed to Borgas, 12, 13 the linear part of the damping term is antisymmetric. A linear description for a i Ј H is postulated, which is of leading order in C 0 and which meets the wellmixed criterion.
12, 13 The different proposals made for the Langevin equation reflect the uncertainty caused by the prob- lem of nonuniqueness. The present analysis offers a way out to this problem. It shows that the terms, which cause uncertainty, when properly ordered in accordance with the outcome of the connection with Hamiltonian dynamics, yield contributions in dispersion which are only O͑C 0 −2 ͒. The presented Langevin equation is the simplest possible version, which is unique and correct up to an error of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in dispersion. The diffusion equation follows from the longtime limit of the Langevin equation. Also, this equation is unique and accurate up to O͑C 0 −2 ͒. The validity of the presented Langevin and diffusion equations is not restricted to a purely Gaussian fixed-point Eulerian velocity field. They hold for Eulerian velocity statistics which are non-Gaussian to a degree of O͑C 0 −1 ͒. In Sec. X, we shall quantify in some detail the magnitude of the disregarded terms and their impact on accuracy.
X. ACCURACY OF RESULTS
The formulations of diffusion equation ͑74͒ and Langevin equation ͑76͒ are the result of perturbation expansions based on the inverse of the Kolmogorov constant C 0 . The expansions have been truncated for terms which contribute to O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in dispersion statistics. The errors caused by these truncations have different origins: ͑a͒ errors due to disregarding the nonunique terms in the Langevin equation; ͑b͒ errors related to the diffusion approximation; ͑c͒ errors associated with the description for decaying turbulence; and ͑d͒ errors due to non-Gaussianity of the Eulerian velocity field. Each of these errors will be specified in some detail below.
A. Nonuniqueness
By establishing a connection to Hamiltonian dynamics ͑Sec. V͒, we were able to show that the nonunique terms in the damping function of the Langevin equation are O͑C 0 −1 ͒ compared to the terms of leading order. Invoking the diffusion approximation ͑Secs. VI and VII͒, it was found that the nonunique terms yield contributions of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in dispersion statistics. However, the analysis presented did not provide a clue to the precise value of these terms and the resulting error when dropping them. For that purpose, we shall resort to results of DNS and measurements obtained for limited but important cases of turbulent flow.
As shown in a previous article, 29 a distinct property of the nonunique term described by Eq. ͑14͒ is that it causes antisymmetry in the cross-correlation functions of fluid par-
Here the overbar denotes Lagrangian averaging, viz., the average value of many realizations at some fixed moment in time t assuming that all fluid particles start from the same fixed position at t = 0 and that the particles are passively marked, i.e., they have randomly chosen values in accordance with the Eulerian velocity distribution at the point of marking. There exist data on cross-correlation functions of particle velocities obtained from measurements and DNS of wall-induced turbulence. 30 With these data, one can determine the magnitude of the nonunique term, i.e., the value of the coefficients b k in Eq. ͑14͒, and subsequently its effect on dispersion statistics. 29 It provides a possibility to quantify the accuracy of the present models ͓cf. Eqs. ͑74͒ and ͑76͔͒ in which the contribution of the nonunique term has been disregarded. 
where ij ͑x 2 ͒ and ␥ ij ͑x 2 ͒ = il 3lj d Eq. ͑78͒ with those obtained from measurements and DNS. 29 Results for b 3 ‫ء‬ thus obtained are presented in Fig. 1 . Values shown for b 3 ‫ء‬ were derived from measurements using threedimensional particle tracking velocimetry applied to turbu- 
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Langevin and diffusion equation of turbulent fluid Phys. Fluids 22, 085102 ͑2010͒ lent flow in a pipe. 30 The Reynolds number based on pipe radius and shear velocity was 320. Somewhat lower values for b 3 ‫ء‬ were obtained from DNS applied to the same configuration. Also shown in Fig. 1 are recent results of DNS applied to two-dimensional channel flow. 31 The Reynolds number based on half-channel height and shear velocity was 590. It is seen that ͉b 3 ‫ء‬ ͉ is less than unity for the largest part of the cross-sectional area of the configurations.
The effect of the nonunique antisymmetric term on velocity correlation functions has been shown in Fig. 2 . Results apply to the log-layer of wall-induced turbulence. In the loglayer, one can describe ͑x 2 ͒ by the analytical expression
where is the von Kármán constant ͑ Ϸ 0.4͒ and u ‫ء‬ is the shear velocity: u ‫ء‬ = ͱ 0 / , where 0 is the mean shear stress at the wall and is the fluid density. Furthermore, in the log-layer one can assume ij to be constant with respect to These values are in accordance with the measured values in high-Reynolds wall-induced turbulence [32] [33] [34] and results of DNS.
35 Shown in Fig. 2 are the results for C 0 = 6 considering three cases: ͑i͒ simulations based on the model described by Eqs. ͑78͒-͑81͒ with b 3 ‫ء‬ =1; ͑ii͒ simulations based on the same model but with b 3 ‫ء‬ = 0; and ͑iii͒ simulations based on Eqs. ͑78͒-͑81͒ but with ͑x 2 ͒ kept constant and equal to its value at distance x 2 = x 20 , which is the point where particles are passively marked at t =0: ͑x 2 ͒ = −1 u ‫ء‬ x 20 −1 . Furthermore, in case ͑iii͒ b 3 ‫ء‬ = 0. In cases ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒, particles were assumed to reflect at the wall x 2 = 0, while in case ͑iii͒ such a wall is absent. Case ͑i͒ in which asymmetry is fully taken into account is the reference case. Case ͑ii͒ is the prediction according to the present model. Case ͑iii͒ includes the approximation of local inhomogeneity which makes the model equivalent to the models of statistical physics based on Hamiltonian dynamics at microscopic level. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the results based on the Hamiltonian-like model, the present symmetric model and the antisymmetric reference model deviate somewhat from each other. However, deviations are limited. Results shown indicate that a value of C 0 = 6 results in stochastic behavior which is not so far from the "Hamiltonian limit." Mutual differences become somewhat larger when C 0 = 5 but are still limited. 29 Disregarding the nonunique term in the damping function leads to errors of O͑C 0 −1 ͒ in velocity statistics such as the velocity correlation functions shown in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, our analysis has shown that the error caused by disregarding the nonunique term becomes only O͑C 0 −2 ͒ when it concerns displacement statistics. This is confirmed by the results of simulations based on Eqs. ͑78͒-͑81͒. The statistics of particle displacement normal to the wall are hardly different when considering b 3 ‫ء‬ = 0 and b 3 ‫ء‬ =1. 29 Even more convincing is the analytical expression for the correction on the diffusion constant in the diffusion equation of wall-induced turbulence. 29 The antisymmetric term b 3 ‫ء‬ ␥ ij ͑x 2 ͒ in Eq. ͑78͒ leads to a correction of the diffusion coefficient by the factor 1+b 3 ‫2ء‬ C 0 −2 . This result applies to the whole cross section of wall-induced turbulence and is thus not limited to the loglayer only. The correction factor amounts to a change of diffusivity of at most 2.8% for C 0 = 6 and ͉b 3 ‫ء‬ ͉ Յ 1. The conclusions with regard to the magnitude of b 3 ‫ء‬ and its effect on statistics are also confirmed by the DNS results of Sawford and Yeung 12,13 of instationary homogeneous anisotropic turbulence in uniform shear flow at Taylor Reynolds numbers of about 150 ͑ReϷ 1500͒. Also here, asymmetry in damping can be shown to correspond to values of b 3 ‫ء‬ of around unity. 29 The symmetric model for damping proposed by Thomson which becomes equal to Eq. ͑76͒ in case of homogeneous turbulence was found to give the best agreement with dispersion statistics obtained from DNS. 13 In other words, also for anisotropic turbulence in uniform shear flow asymmetry in cross-correlations was found to be limited; its effect on dispersion small.
The aforementioned results of DNS and measurements all deal with cases of anisotropic shear induced turbulence. As such, they are relevant to shear induced turbulence in general. Limiting factors are the values of the Reynolds number Re. These were large to the extent that the Kolmogorov constant C 0 was around 4. Yet larger values of Re are needed when aiming at data for values of C 0 which are closer to its asymptotic value of about 6. In view of the complexities involved with the measurements and DNS at Reӷ 1, such data are not to be expected at short notice. Another approach would be to try to determine theoretically the nonunique terms from the equations, which govern fluid particle dynamics at microscopic level, i.e., the Navier-Stokes equations in Lagrangian representation. In this way one could try to derive expressions for relevant statistical quantities such as the cross-correlations of particle velocities for times shortly after marking. However, mathematical procedures will not be easy. The approach could pose questions, which are as difficult as those encountered in bridging the dynamics at microlevel and the models of macrolevel in statistical mechanics. 36 The presented approach which rests on perturbation analysis using C 0 −1 as small parameter, supplemented with results of DNS and measurements to indicate truncation errors, provides an effective route toward a stochastic description which is sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.
B. Diffusion limit
The diffusion equation pertains to describing dispersion for times that are large after release of passive particles, i.e., t ӷ Lu ‫ء‬ −1 . At shorter times, predictions based on the diffusion equation may exhibit quite some error. It is inherent to the diffusion approximation. This has often been the motivation for using the Langevin equation rather than the diffusion equation to calculate dispersion. However, in the present case of turbulent flow, the diffusion equation may lead to errors even at large times after marking. As mentioned before, for general inhomogeneous forms of turbulence, there exists no physical limit process by which the diffusion approximation becomes exact. The diffusion approximation involves truncation of higher order derivatives whose contributions are supposed to be small in comparison with the second order derivative which models diffusion. 3 In turbulence these higher order derivatives can only be disregarded because they can be shown to lead to contributions of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ compared to the leading terms in the diffusion equation. Note that this truncation error occurs irrespective of and in addition to the contributions of relative magnitude O͑C 0 −2 ͒ related to nonuniqueness and slight non-Gaussianity. The exact value of the truncation error can be calculated by comparing the long-time prediction of statistical parameters using the Langevin equation with that using the diffusion equation. A conservative testing case is the log-layer of wallinduced turbulence. 29 Here, the mean energy dissipation rate is a strongly varying function of distance x 2 to the wall ͓cf. Eq. ͑80͔͒, causing slow convergence in the diffusion approximation. In Fig. 3 , we have illustrated this by presenting the relative error in long-time prediction of the mean and standard deviation of particle displacement in wall-normal direction according to the diffusion equation in comparison with predictions using the Langevin equation. It is seen that there is still quite some error present when C 0 = 6. At the same time, it must be remembered that of all cases, the log-layer is presumably the one where convergence is slowest because of the strong change of with distance from the wall. In general, the diffusion equation is a reasonably accurate tool for engineering applications.
C. Decaying turbulence
The second term on the right hand side of Eqs. ͑75͒ and ͑76͒ describes the effect of changing Eulerian velocity statistics in the direction of the mean flow. Decaying turbulence behind a grid is a case where such behavior occurs in a pronounced manner. As mentioned before, for decaying isotropic Gaussian turbulence, exact solutions appropriate for the diffusion limit exist ͑see Appendix͒. Comparison of these solutions with those according to Eq. ͑75͒ reveals differences in the diffusion constants of only 1.2% for C 0 =6 ͑see the last paragraph of Sec. VII͒.
D. Non-Gaussian Eulerian velocity statistics
One of the outcomes of the present analysis is that a slight Eulerian non-Gaussianity such that deviations from the Gaussian form of Eulerian velocities involve terms of O͑C 0 −1 ͒, leads to alterations in dispersion statistics of O͑C 0 −2 ͒. To indicate the effect of non-Gaussianity in further detail, consider the case of a one-dimensional slightly skewed distribution. The function f c in Eq. ͑61͒, which describes the deviation from Gaussianity, can then be represented by 
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dispersion. The effect of covariance inhomogeneity has been assessed in some detail for the case of turbulent pipe flow. 29 It was found to be small: corrections on dispersion statistics were minor and amounted to a few percent at most. The similarity between Eq. ͑83͒ and the term due to covariance inhomogeneity can be used to estimate the effect of skewed non-Gaussianity. Noting that −3/2 ϳ L −1 , the two terms become of similar magnitude when 1 4 3 C 0 Ϸ 1 2 , i.e., 3 =2/ C 0 . For C 0 = 6, this corresponds to a skewness of 1/3, which is the value for which the effect of skewness is similar to that of the zero-mean quadratic term due to inhomogeneity. It indicates that for skewnesses of about 0.3 or less, its effect on dispersion statistics will be very minor. A similar conclusion is likely to be valid for kurtosis of about 0.3 or less. As mentioned in the final paragraph of Sec. VIII, the underlying reason that slight deviations from Gaussianity hardly effect dispersion is that the first three moments of the velocity distribution are fully captured by the Gaussian distribution ͓cf. Eq. ͑62͔͒.
An interesting observation can be made concerning Gaussianity in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 −1 . As indicated in Sec. V, when C 0 ӷ 1, during a short time interval after particle marking, the dynamics of fluid particle velocity resemble those of particles obeying classical nondissipative Hamiltonian systems. From the results of statistical mechanics, it is known that the velocity distributions of such systems are Gaussian. It suggests that in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 −1 also the velocity distributions of fluid particles must be Gaussian. Furthermore, as implied by results ͑25͒ and ͑27͒ to leading order in C 0 −1 and for the short time intervals considered, the Lagrangian velocity distributions are equal to the Eulerian distributions at the point of marking. The consequence is that also Eulerian velocity distributions must be Gaussian in the leading order formulation with respect to C 0 −1 . According to this argumentation, Gaussianity of Eulerian velocities to leading order in C 0 −1 is not just a proposition motivated by experimental observation. It is a necessity in the present approach and a logical consequence of the connection with Hamiltonian dynamics when C 0 −1 Ӷ 1.
XI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A derivation of the Langevin equation and diffusion equation of fluid particle in turbulent flow has been presented. The derivation is based on perturbation expansions in which the inverse of the Kolmogorov constant C 0 serves as small parameter. The expansions include the leading terms and next to leading terms with respect to C 0 −1 ; they involve a truncation error of O͑C 0 −2 ͒ in dispersion statistics. In the derivation, it has been assumed that the probability distributions of fixed-point Eulerian fluid velocities are not far from Gaussian to the extent that skewness and kurtosis are about 0.3 or less.
Results presented enable the determination of the statistical parameters of fluid particle and passive admixture displacements in turbulent flow for the given values of fixedpoint statistics of the flow field, i.e., values of mean u i 0 ͑x͒ and covariances ij ͑x͒ of fluid velocity and of mean energy dissipation rate ͑x͒. The values of these Eulerian-based statistical parameters can be obtained from various sources covering a wide range of practical cases of turbulent flow. They can be calculated using commercially available numerical codes of computational fluid dynamics. Application of the presented Langevin equation ͓cf. Eq. ͑76͔͒, supplemented with Eq. ͑77͒ to calculate the statistics of displacement, is expected to involve an error of a few percent. Dispersion calculated from the presented diffusion equation ͓cf. Eqs. ͑74͒ and ͑75͔͒ involves a somewhat larger error. The presented equations provide the means to calculate and analyze turbulent dispersion of passive or almost passive admixture such as fumes, smoke, and aerosols in areas ranging from atmospheric fluid motion to flows in engineering devices. 
